Immediate vs. delayed androgen deprivation for prostate cancer.
Androgen ablation has been the standard treatment of symptomatic patients with metastatic prostate cancer for more than 50 years. Within the last 15 years, the introduction of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) has induced a stage migration toward less extensive disease and a dramatic decrease in the proportion of men presenting with N+/M+ disease. Historical studies, conducted during the pre-PSA era, are therefore of limited interest in counseling modern patients. The routine use of radical therapies such as radical prostatectomy and radiotherapy has considerably expanded the problem of timing of endocrine treatment in range and complexity. Advanced disease is now diagnosed in patients with limited involvement of extraprostatic sites and even in patients presenting an isolated elevation of PSA after radical treatment. In the absence of clear guidelines, data from past literature and ongoing modern studies were compiled in the present review in an attempt to generate practical considerations.